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DIVERSITY & INCLUSION CODE
What is the Diversity &
Inclusion Code?
The Diversity & Inclusion Code is a code of conduct for and by the Dutch cultural and creative sector committed to diversity and inclusion.
The code is an instrument of self-regulation that serves to ensure that the
Dutch cultural and creative sector represents the broad diversity of Dutch
society. A basic requirement is that the sector is equally accessible to everyone: from creators and producers to workers and audience members. The
sector will only be owned by everyone when everyone can contribute in their
own way, when everyone is valued, respected, and heard, and when everyone
feels at home in the sector.

Why the code?
Social relevance: the cultural and creative sector is owned by everyone,
exists for everyone and is made by everyone
The society we live in is highly diverse: a reality the sector as a whole cannot
ignore. To relate to this reality means to respond to the diversity present in
society. You can achieve this by making your work, products, services and
organization accessible to everyone. This is key to remaining relevant and
attractive as a cultural and creative organization. Failure to utilize the potential of diversity necessarily means excluding part of society.

Artistic relevance: being inclusive enriches quality
A diverse and inclusive sector brings unique experiences and unknown
perspectives to the fore. You can harness the power of diversity by being
inclusive, which will enrich the quality of your work, the cultural landscape,
and society itself. This calls for a systematic review of your own artistic and
professional choices and requires awareness of the role that your identity
and implicit biases play in creating your artistic and professional products.
This cannot be achieved without an open and enquiring attitude to the various perspectives in your environment and how you integrate these into your
work. Your organization should be a safe space in which everyone feels at
home and at ease to explore different outlooks and perspectives.
Commercial benefits of an inclusive organization
It is also commercially important to remain attractive and relevant, with
Diversiteit in bedrijf (Diversity at Work1) listing the following benefits for an
inclusive organization:
• Attracting and retaining talent (especially top talent);
• Responding more effectively to the needs and expectations of a diverse
customer base;
• Access to new markets;
• Enhanced ability to adapt to change;
• A more positive image;
• More innovative and creative teamwork;
• Better cooperation between colleagues;
• Better decision-making, drawing from a range of cultural perspectives;
• Greater employee satisfaction;
• More committed and loyal employees.

1

Diversity at Work is an initiative of Stichting van de Arbeid (the Dutch Labour Foundation), the
consultative body of the central employers’ and employees’ organizations VNO-NCW, MKB-Nederland,
LTO-Nederland, FNV, CNV and VCP. The Diversity Charter drawn up by Diversity at Work now has over 180
Dutch and over 10,000 European signatories.
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Who is the code for?
The code is meant for everyone who works in the cultural and creative
sector, for all organizations involved in the sector, for everyone who
supports the sector, and for all consumers of art, culture, and creative
products and services. The code applies to both subsidized and nonsubsidized organizations.
For the cultural and creative sector
The definition of the cultural and creative sector used in this code is the
same as that used by the Netherlands Institute for Social Research (SCP).2
For everyone who works in the sector
The code applies to professional organizations active in the sector, including
trade associations, employers’ and employees’ organizations, advisory
bodies, executive organizations, research institutes and programmes of
artistic and professional education.

The five principles
1

You know where you stand on diversity and inclusion

2

You integrate diversity and inclusion in your vision

3

You generate support within your organization for compliance with
the code

4

You draw up an action plan aimed at continuous improvement

5

You monitor and evaluate compliance with the code and hold
yourself accountable for it

For all organizations involved in the sector
The code applies to professional organizations active in the sector, including
trade associations, employers’ and employees’ organizations, advisory
bodies, executive organizations, research institutes and programmes of
artistic and professional education.

The five principles are expressed in five steps. These five principles and five
steps combine to form the Diversity & Inclusion Code. By taking these steps,
you implement the code. The code is not a checklist, and the effectiveness
and strength of the code depend on your willingness and ability to think and
act inclusively in everything you do on a daily basis.

For everyone who supports the sector
For public authorities (central, provincial and local government), funds
and foundations (public and private) and for other sponsors such as the
business community or private individuals.

Implement and explain
Implement the code and explain how you are going about it. Think and act
in accordance with the code, reflect critically on how you do this, and hold
yourself publicly accountable. In your annual report and in other publicly
accessible communications, say which steps you have taken and which you
are yet to take.

How the code works
The code is aimed at those working in the cultural and creative sector and is
therefore relevant to all the people and organizations mentioned above. The
code consists of five principles for effectively shaping and promoting diversity and inclusion in your organization and in your work.
2

SCP, 2018, p. 9

Government assessment
Public bodies looking to use the code when awarding grants will monitor
compliance to the ‘implement and explain’ principle. The approach and
accountability of the organization in this regard give rise to a recurring
discussion about promoting diversity and inclusion. Quantitative decisions
alone do not adequately reflect the spirit of the code.
4
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DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
The definitions below clarify what the cultural and creative sector understands by diversity and inclusion.

Diversity

Inclusion

The code uses the term diversity to indicate that people differ from and
are similar to one another with regard to a range of visible and non-visible
characteristics. Diversity is a given: people are different from one another.
The differences hold significance for everyone’s position in society and the
opportunities available to them. Even though they influence our behaviour
and our thinking, not everyone is always aware of this.
Differences are never absolute or isolated, occurring in unique combinations
to form what we know as identities. The code initially focused on cultural
diversity, but has since been expanded to also apply to differences in other
areas, such as gender, disability, sexual orientation, religion, socio-economic
status, level of education and age.
Diversity in your organization and in your work boils down to the extent to
which the diversity of society is represented in four key elements: programme, audience, employees and partners.

The term inclusion refers to how you deal with differences and similarities.
The power of diversity and its benefits are harnessed when the uniqueness
of each individual is acknowledged, recognized and welcomed. Achieving
this means learning to appreciate one another, not in spite of but because
of our differences and similarities. It is essential that everyone is included in
the decision-making process and has the opportunity to contribute ideas.
Inclusion is the extent to which creators, producers, workers and audience
members of all identities – visible or not – can be themselves and feel safe
and respected.

Accessibility
The code’s use of accessibility covers a broad definition, consisting of:
• physical accessibility
• accessibility of facilities
• accessibility of information
• digital accessibility
• social accessibility
• financial accessibility
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GETTING STARTED
The five principles have been developed into five steps for effectively
shaping and promoting diversity and inclusion in your organization and
in your work. Be aware of the following points.

Diversity and inclusion are integral to your work

Management commitment is a precondition
The intrinsic and unambiguous motivation and commitment of
the people who lead your organization – the Board of Directors or
Supervisory Board, senior and middle management – are key to making
diversity and inclusion a success. But more is needed. The commitment
required of management does not mean that others can stand aside.
Involve everyone in the change process.

Not everyone has to do everything, but everyone has to do
something

Use benchmark values if appropriate
Inclusion is difficult to define, let alone quantify. Even so, benchmark
values can help you get to grips with where your organization stands
and help formulate targets that guide you towards progress. The five
steps contain suggestions for benchmark values. Determine which
potential values you use as an instrument.

In itself, a code of conduct changes little or nothing. You bring about
change by actively implementing the code as a permanent criterion for
your thinking and your actions. Inclusion is not a goal in itself but part
of the overall development of an organization. These are not five ‘extra’
steps you are required to take alongside your existing work; they are an
integral part of your work.

The nature of your organization, the nature of your products and
services, and the nature of your working environment determine what
diversity and inclusion mean for your organization. Make informed
choices, explain them and stick to them.

Becoming an inclusive organization is a process of change

Optimizing diversity and being inclusive do not simply happen. Working
towards diversity and inclusion is not a project, but a process of
change that requires the investment of time and budgetary resources
to achieve success. As in all change processes, you will encounter
resistance and friction.

More information on this aspect can be found at www.codedi.nl.
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The five steps
The five steps are structured as follows:
• The five principles of the code shape the five steps.
• Each step involves actions: what you have to do to take the step.
• There is no single right way to implement these actions.
The website www.codedi.nl offers tips, tools and support on how to
implement the actions.

KNOW WHERE
YOU STAND

1

INTEGRATE DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION IN
YOUR VISION

CREATE COMMITMENT
AND SUPPORT

KNOW WHERE YOU STAND

DRAW UP
AN ACTION PLAN

MONITOR AND
EVALUATE

Identify and understand unconscious prejudices. Everyone has
unconscious biases. The trick is to recognize them. Our opinions and
views about ‘the other’ are determined by our own cultural frame of
reference. This has a permanent impact on our thinking and actions.

Make sure you know where you stand on diversity and inclusion. You
do this by being aware of what is going well, by identifying areas of
concern and by understanding the unconscious biases within your
organization.

Becoming aware of your unconscious biases, and understanding your
own blind spots and those of your organization are essential in working
towards diversity and inclusion. Your workers have not always been
personally affected by the lack of diversity and inclusion. Make it clear
what this means.

Know your strengths and areas for improvement. Make sure you know
what is going well and what can be improved with regard to diversity
and inclusion in your organization. The scan at www.codedi.nl can help
you determine where your organization stands.

2
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INTEGRATE DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION 		
IN YOUR VISION
In your organization’s mission, vision and objectives, express what diversity and inclusion mean for your organization.

DRAW UP AN ACTION PLAN
Draw up your action plan based on the four key elements: programme,
audience, employees and partners.

By integrating diversity and inclusion into your organization’s vision,
you make it clear where the need for change lies.

For all four elements, state where you are now and where you want to
be. Formulate clear objectives for that desired situation and, where
possible, support these objectives with targets based on the proposed
benchmark values derived from each element.

Make it explicit. In your organization’s vision, be explicit about how
important it is for your organization to work on diversity and inclusion.
Share this vision with everyone in your organization.

Determine the actions you need to achieve and implement your goals.
Make sure the people in your organization are fully aware of these
goals and why they are important.

Outline the context. In your vision, give a clear account of the environment or professional field in which your organization is active, the
characteristics of that environment with regard to diversity and inclusion, and how your organization relates to that environment.

CREATE COMMITMENT AND SUPPORT
Working on diversity and inclusion calls for support and personal
commitment. Not just at management level or within a project group,
but throughout the organization. Make working on diversity and
inclusion a personal choice, so that everyone gets involved.
Involve the whole organization. While it’s essential for the management
of your organization to show intrinsic and unambiguous motivation
and commitment, more is needed. Invite colleagues at all levels in
the organization to be co-owners of your action plan. Make sure that
you are not alone in your understanding of unconscious bias, but
that people throughout the organization are aware of their blind
spots. Within your organization, discuss both the formal process
steps needed to bring about change and the thoughts or emotions
associated with them. Involve everyone in the change process.

The four key elements
Programme

The products and services of your organization.
Provide scope for different perspectives in your products and services.
Artistic and professional quality comes first. Given the diversity of
society, quality always goes hand in hand with variety. Give diversity and
inclusion a permanent place in the way your professional and artistic
choices are made. Be aware of how your unconscious biases and your
own identity can influence your artistic and professional choices.
Possible benchmark values: general audience satisfaction, reviews in
relevant media.
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Audience

Prevent rapid staff turnover. Do not simply focus on recruiting diverse
employees, but also devote time and resources to keeping them and
enabling them to rise through the organization. In case employees
leave, conduct exit interviews to gain insight into the reasons for their
departure.

The people who make use of your products and services.
The people who make use of your products and services.
Map all potential target groups. In addition to existing target groups,
map out all the potential target groups, based on the diversity in your
field of work. Identify what attracting potential target groups means
for your organization. Don’t lose sight of your existing target groups in
this process.

Be aware of the knowledge and skills you lack. Make sure that people
in your organization are well-equipped to think and act inclusively.
Identify any knowledge and skills they lack and bridge those gaps.

Investigate how accessible your organization, products and services
are to potential target groups. Determine the extent to which your
products, services and your organization reflect the needs and
possibilities of potential target groups.

Chart your progress. In a recurring employee survey or job appraisal
interview, ask specific questions about the worker’s personal
involvement in diversity and inclusion.
Possible benchmark values: the number of employees with the
various diversity characteristics mentioned in Chapter 2; how these
characteristics are spread across the various job levels; duration of
employment; levels of recruitment, promotion and outflow; frequency
and duration of absence due to illness; prevalence of inclusive
skills; the extent of inclusion in the work setting; general employee
satisfaction.

Involve people from potential target groups. Involve key figures from
potential target groups in the further development of your products
and services and in attracting potential target groups. Investigate the
extent to which they feel genuinely connected to, at home with and
valued by your organization.
Words matter: adopt the right language and tone. In your marketing
and communication, use the specific channels and media relevant to
potential target groups. In all your communication, show that inclusion
defines the nature of your organization and how it thinks and acts.

Partners

External individuals and organizations with which your organization
collaborates or to which it gives assignments.

Possible benchmark values: general audience satisfaction (among all
potential target groups), reach figures, turnover in the desired target
group.

Determine whether current partners are in tune with your wishes and
views on diversity and inclusion. Enter into partnerships that broaden
your own perspectives. Seek collaboration with external individuals and
organizations that can help you achieve your diversity and inclusion
goals. Be prepared to let partners challenge your own perspectives.
Join new networks that can help broaden your own artistic and
professional perspectives.

Employees

Everyone working in your organization.
Make sure your organization represents the diversity of your
environment. Strengthen your organization with people who represent
the diversity of your environment. Ensure that your organization is
accessible to everyone. Facilitate inclusion, for example by marking
culturally specific holidays and ensuring that the workplace is readily
accessible to people with disabilities.

Possible benchmark values: The number of partners that share your
vision on diversity and inclusion.
STEP

5
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5

MONITOR AND EVALUATE
Monitor and evaluate the implementation of your action plan. Take
measures to ensure that you work towards diversity and inclusion.
Designate people within your organization to monitor progress and
results and to evaluate how you hold yourself accountable.
Chart progress and results using the benchmark values and targets
you have selected. Value and reward the achievement of goals.
Celebrate your successes, learn from your mistakes. Identify points for
improvement and determine follow-up actions.
Share the results with the entire organization and in publicly accessible
communication. Do not restrict the results to part of the organization.
Talk and evaluate. Carry out regular evaluation discussions about
working towards diversity and inclusion, both at board level (Board of
Directors, Supervisory Board) and at individual employee level. Get the
Works Council involved, if you have one.

More tips, tools and support to get you started can be found at
www.codedi.nl. Even if you have been working on diversity and inclusion for some time, you are sure to find useful and relevant information
here.

Provide inclusive leadership. Your goals with regard to the four key
elements are not an aim in themselves: make sure you manage them
as part of the bigger picture. When using benchmark values, do not
focus exclusively on hard figures but include softer targets such as
appreciation and how people feel.
Be alert to funding conditions. Be alert to the conditions set by
financers with regard to performance on and accountability for
diversity and inclusion.
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BACKGROUND
From cultural diversity to
diversity and inclusion

Approach

In November 2011, the cultural and creative sector developed the Cultural
Diversity Code. This was a highly significant step which placed this issue
firmly on the agenda in the cultural and creative sector. The core content of
the Cultural Diversity Code and its status as an instrument of self-regulation
in combination with the four key elements provides the foundation for the
Diversity & Inclusion Code.

The collective associations in the cultural and creative sector joined forces
to rewrite the Cultural Diversity Code as a code of conduct for the advancement of diversity and inclusion: the Diversity & Inclusion Code. It forms
part of the Culture and Creative Inclusive Action Plan (ACCI), which is led by a
steering committee from the participating sector associations. Consultancy
firm Bureau &MAES was commissioned by the steering committee to write
the report, following a tender process in which several parties were invited
to compete.

Continuously alert

Consultation and advice

Since the development of the Cultural Diversity Code, much has been done
to promote diversity in the sector. It is now time to take the code’s implementation to the next level. This will enable structural change through products and services that focus on diversity and inclusion and an audience
and customer base that is representative of society. Representation will also
determine the composition of staff and cooperation with partners.

The new Diversity & Inclusion Code came about after broad consultation with
stakeholders and experts, both inside and beyond the cultural and creative
sector. An expert session was held to discuss the cornerstones of the code:
society’s need for an inclusive cultural and creative sector, the definition of
diversity and inclusion, and the translation of principles into daily practice
by cultural institutions and creative companies. In a series of dialogue sessions, the content of the code and its practical implementation were discussed with a wide range of representatives from the cultural and creative
sector.

An eye for all differences and
similarities
The perspective on this issue has expanded from cultural diversity to diversity and inclusion. This new perspective – in addition to cultural diversity
– incorporates an eye for other forms of difference. It recognizes that each
person’s unique identity is formed along various strands simultaneously. The
Diversity & Inclusion Code replaces the Cultural Diversity Code.

The composition of the expert group and dialogue participants ensured
that those actively consulted came from a broad group of stakeholders with
far-reaching knowledge of diversity and inclusion, and who reflected the
code’s definition of these concepts to the greatest possible extent.
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Government bodies, advisory
councils and funds
Consultations were also held with the Ministry of Education, Culture and
Science, the Council for Culture, the advisory councils of Amsterdam and
Rotterdam, the national culture funds affiliated with the Funds Consultative
Body, the Amsterdam Fund for the Arts and the city executives of Amsterdam,
Rotterdam, The Hague and Utrecht.

Preliminary research
The process underpinning the renewal of the code incorporated recommendations made by Channa Benders, a student at Rotterdam University
of Applied Sciences, in her Bachelor’s thesis “How can the Cultural Diversity
Code be adapted to promote compliance and implementation in the cultural
sector?”

Links to other codes of
conduct
The Diversity & Inclusion Code was drawn up with due observance of the two
other codes of conduct that apply to the cultural and creative sector: the
Governance Code for Culture and the Fair Practice Code. In terms of their
content, the three codes of conduct follow from and reinforce one another.
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